2023 AATSP CONFERENCE TRAVEL AWARDS

MARILYNN PAVLIK SCHOLARSHIPS

Keelin Eggleston, Academia de Lenguaje y Bellas Artes, Milwaukee, WI
Beatriz Gallego Márquez, International Leadership of Texas, Dallas, TX

SPONSORED AWARDS

Javier Álvarez-Jaimes, North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC (Idioma Education & Consulting)
Marina Cuartero Marco, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL (Platino Educa)
Stacy Davis, Truman State University, Kirksville, MO (TURESPAÑA)
Yesenia Godínez Picado, University School, Hunting Valley, OH (Klett World Languages)
Rhea Grate, St. James School, Montgomery, AL (TURESPAÑA)
Evan Greenwald, Algonquin Regional High School, Northborough, MA (TURESPAÑA)
Kaylee Harris, DePaul University, Chicago, IL (TURESPAÑA)
Rhashida Hilliard, Horace Mann School, New York City, NY (Avant Assessment)
Erik Ladner, Iowa State University, Ames, IA (TURESPAÑA)
Michelle Lange, Lincoln Hall Middle School, Lincolnwood, IL (TURESPAÑA)
Diana Martínez, J.S. Morton East High School, Cicero, IL (TURESPAÑA)
Andrea Meador Smith, Shenandoah University, Winchester, VA (Vista Higher Learning)
Stella Muñoz-Rodríguez, Jackson High School, Massillon, OH (NSE & Lingco Language Labs)
Nicole Thompson, New Berlin West High School, New Berlin, WI (Xperitas)
Tyler Tolman, Battle Ground Academy, Franklin, TN (Vista Higher Learning)
Emily Vallejo, Glenelg Country School, Ellicott City, MD (NSE & Lingco Language Labs)

AATSP AWARDS

Robert Ali, Somerset Academy Sky Pointe, Las Vegas, NV (NSE)
Libertad Aranza, Mercer University, Macon, GA
Mary Ashby, St. Michael's Country Day, Middletown, RI
Cristina Barvo, Sequoyah School, Pasadena, CA
Emily Brown, Carl Sandburg High School, Lombard, IL
Gretchen Burke, School District of Ashland, Ashland, WI
Shay Michele Culbertson, Jefferson State Community College, Birmingham, AL
Maria Dessipris, Glen Ridge High School, Glen Ridge, NJ
Mark Fairbrother, Hazel Park High School, Hazel Park, MI
Kathleen Forrester, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
Kimberly Galante-Wong, University of Hawaii Manoa, Honolulu, HI
Erik Garabaya Casado, Universidad de Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain
Victor Garre León, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX
Linda Gillespie, Creekside High School, St. Johns, FL
Alicia Henager, Harding Academy of Memphis, Memphis, TN
Luz Ángela Jones, Gadsden City High School, Gadsden, AL
Marin Laufenberg, Idaho State University, Pocatello, ID
Fabio Loporcaro, Universidad de Granada, Granada, Spain
Crystal Marull, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
Elizabeth Matchett, Gunn High School, Redwood City, CA
María Laura Mecías, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
Meaghan Montgomery, The Episcopal Academy, Newtown Square, PA
Stephanie Muñoz-Navarro, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL
Vera Olinski, Academy of the Most Blessed Sacrament, Franklin Lakes, NJ (NSE)
Valentino Rahming, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
Terri Schroth, St. Norbert College, Suring, WI
Maria Sugerman, Rodeph Sholom School, New York City, NY